
THE Mario64 THEME By phr0zen@hotmail.com

GREETINGS TO YOU ALL! 11-21-97

   Hopefully, you downloaded this because you love  MARIO as much as me, and
you're hoping that this is going to be a 'QUALITY'  Theme that you actually keep
instead of deleting 4 minutes after you finish downloading it because it sucks (like
80% of  ALL other THEMES).   If  so,  you're in luck –  because this theme kicks
KOOPA-ASS!
   After weeks of searching for a MARIO theme on the Internet, I found ONLY one.
Although I don’t recall the name of the individual who created it, I can say that it was
only  'semi-decent.'   I  do  give  credit  to  a  couple  of  the  non-animated  cursors  to
him/her whoever they are (so don't get mad that I used it here!)  :)

'THE Mario 64 Theme' includes:

original sound files from the MARIO 64 game for all Windows95 events*

All original icons cursors and animated cursors*

A high quality wallpaper.**

** The wallpaper was quite the accomplishment because there are ZERO HIGH-QUALITY MARIO pictures on the internet.  All I could find 
were  Screenshots from TV.  SO, I took a 'decent' Scan I found of MARIO, cut him out, and well,.. you'll see.

* I got a couple cursors from some guys Mario page.  The Mario on Yoshi and the ‘un-animated’ square.  Some of the sounds were found at
some other Mario page.  Sorry my ‘credits’ are so vague, but ‘credits’ isn’t my priority here.

Startup Screens:

I also included some cool original logow.sys, logos.sys, and logo.sys files for those
of you who know how to change your 'startup-shutdown' screens and are religious as 
I am about having them go along with your desktop theme.

Final Notes:

I hope you LOVE this theme.  I tried to put off releasing it until everything
was perfect, but if something's wrong with it, let me know at the email address 
below. Having grown up with Mario from NES to N64, I can say that I think 
Mario would be proud of this theme.  

Send me an email if you like it!.. Enjoy!

Phr0ZeN 

phr0zen@hotmail.com
(this email doesn’t get checked DAILY, because it's my anonymous-email account,
I don't want NINTENDO to come after me for making this theme.  But if you 
email me at this address, I'll get back to you eventually.)

- artificial disclaimer – Mario is a trademark/copyright of NINTENDO [c].  Mario64 is a Nintendo64 game owned by NINTENDO. NINTENDO is a really great 
company who hopefully will enjoy this theme without their lawyers.  Hopefully NINTENDO wont turn this into one of those “FOX-taking-all-the-X-files-homepages-
off-the-Internet-things.”  Mario fans are harmless and just want to enjoy Mario on their PC desktop as well as on their console.
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